Clinical utility of CKMB isoform determinations in patients who present to the emergency department with continuous or resolved chest pain.
The object of this investigation was to demonstrate that the enhanced sensitivity of the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) using a more-inclusive criterion of CKMB Isoforms may detect earlier stages of AMI (designated Isoform Type 2) than the currently accepted marker for AMI by CKMB Isoform (designated Isoform Type 1) in a busy, urban Emergency Department (ED). Two features characterized the study of CKMB Isoforms in a prospective cohort of 223 ED patients: first, nontraumatic chest pain within 12 h before presentation, thought to be of ischemic etiology; and second, normal or nondiagnostic electrocardiogram (EKG). Patients were further divided into two groups characterized as either recent but resolved chest pain at ED visit, or ongoing or staccato chest pain. Sensitivity (S), specificity (SP), positive (PPV) and negative (NPV) predictive values, and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for AMI diagnosis were determined. Two criteria for AMI diagnosis by CKMB Isoforms were tested. The first and currently recommended criterion was identified as Isoform Type 1. An AMI diagnosis by Type 1 criterion requires both CKMB2> or =2.6 IU/L and CKMB2/CKMB1> or =1.7. The second criterion for AMI diagnosis was identified as Isoform Type 2, which is defined as either CKMB2> or =2.6 IU/L or CKMB2/CKMB1> or =1.7. Both Isoform types are predictive of AMI by the gold standard, and addition of EKG changes results in a small improvement. Type 1 demonstrates SP 0.94 (CI 0.90, 0.97) and NPV 0.90 (CI 0.86, 0.94), and Type 2 demonstrates S 0.90 (CI 0.80, 0.97) and NPV 0.97 (CI 0.93, 0.99) for AMI diagnosis. Type 2 criteria can confidently exclude the immediate risk of AMI in patients with resolved chest pain whereas in patients with continuous chest pain, Type 1 criteria may identify those at high risk for AMI.